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KAIRAHUB INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
NETWORK SERVICES (UAE-DUBAI)
Chief Executive Officer | 2021-Till now

Kaira Hub is 360° Digital marketing boutique with
creative and innovative ideas that  brings the brands to
the Market.
As a CEO i served across 22 clients from the past six
months in Dubai and  230 clients from all over the
world  personally as expertise in digital platforms.

We are IT Firm. We Develop and Design Softwares,
Website, CRM & Applications.
We have designs more than 500+ Softwares and
Applications in the span of 7 years.
We have expertise with an experience of more than
15+ years in  design & developments.  

An Experience Relationship manager with an expertise
in Cyber security and served Telangana 
Govt and worked across to get awareness with
Cybersecurity program and conferences. held by
MNCs.

TWILIGHT NETWORK SOLUTIONS PVT LTD 

HUNTMETRICS (INDIA-QATAR)

Managing Director | 2015-Till now

Relationship Manager | 2019-2021 (Freelancer)

Work Experience

ALIAS ANTHONY



IADORE (IIFMA)
MODELING AGENCY | MAGAGINE | FACE OF DUBAI

(INDIA & UAE-DUBAI)
CEO & FOUNDER | 2019-Till now

The shift to a purely digital world is rife globally. Entrepreneurs worldwide are looking to adhere
to global standards of success by digitising their businesses. Inspired by this drive for success, UAE

entrepreneur Shaik Inayathullah (Inayath) is set to transform the digital marketing landscape
within the region. Born and brought up in Kadapa, an emerging small town in Andra Pradesh,

India, Mr. Shaik Inayath gathered his academic knowledge in Marketing and vast experience in
information technology to set shop in Dubai.

 
 A man with many cards up his sleeve, Shaik Inayath further explains how he managed to move

forward in the fast-paced industry, "My vision was simple; go above and beyond in providing
smart solutions to our clients. My team and I have always set a precedent to move forward with
our business not just thinking about the current project at hand, but also how we can impress our
clients enough to retain them. With a well-established company culture of providing perfection;

it's far easier to break barriers and become a renowned name in the industry. 
 

Inayathullah is also an avid fashion enthusiast who has turned his attention towards UAE'S
budding beauty pageant industry. As the CEO and founder of Iadore International Fashion and

Modelling Academy in India and Dubai, Mr. Shaik Inayath is organising the largest beauty
pageant to be hosted in UAE. The beauty pageant, The Face of Dubai, is set to premier on

September 2022 and is one of the many upcoming projects Shaik Inayath is overseeing alongside
ensuring his business, iadore continues to prosper in 2022. 
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